Abstract: Maximally similar sets (MSS) are sets of elements that share a neighborhood in a high-dimensional space defined by symmetric, reflexive similarity relation. Each element of the universe is employed as the kernel of a neighborhood of a given size (number of members), and elements are added to the neighborhood in order of similarity to the current members of the set until the desired neighborhood size is achieved. The set of neighborhoods is then reduced to the set of unique maximally similar sets by eliminating all sets that are permutations of an existing set. Subsequently, the within-MSS variability of attributes associated with the elements is compared to random sets of the same size to estimate the probability of obtaining variability as low as observed. Individual attributes can be compared for effect size by the ratio of within-MSS variability to random set variability, correcting for statistical power as necessary. The analyses performed identify constraints, as opposed to determinants, in the triangular distribution of pair-wise element similarity. In the example given here, the variability in spring temperature, summer temperature, and growing degree days of forest vegetation samples shows the greatest constraint on forest composition of a large set of candidate environmental variables.
2 of 9 or mapping purposes) the use of partitions presents challenges in statistical analysis of the underlying 37 environmental constraints or determinants of the community type composition.
38
Given a sample with N sample units, the number of possible partitions of the data into clusters is 39 given by Bell's number
where k is a given number of clusters (0 ≤ k ≤ N), N is the number of sample units, and
is the
41
Stirling number of the second kind.
one other sample unit with s ij > 0.5. This is a typical result for vegetation data where the composition of the sample units is quite diverse but where sampling is adequate to span the range of variability.
104
MSS were calculated for neighborhood sizes of 5, 10, 15, and 20 members. Table 1 gives the sizes 105 of the resulting families of neighborhoods. Setting n ki = 10 resulted in 90 MSS, and this result is used in subsequent analyses. Given Of the original 1204 sample units, 150 sample units of forest communities were drawn at random 215 from the pool for the analysis presented here. The natural log of the mid-point abundances given in 216   Table A1 were used in the calculation of the sample unit similarity relation as given in equation 4.
Analysis of Environmental Constraints

217
Environmental variables were either recorded in the field, or modeled in a GIS. Field measured 218 variables are in table A2. GIS modeled data are in Table A3 . 
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